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To whom it concerns,
I am writing on behalf of Sarah Vansandt, who is an employee of mine at the
University of North Florida, and has been an impactful asset to our team. She embodies
a professionalism that is unique to most college students her age. She has proven to be
instrumental in providing above standard programs to important clients, while always
adhering to policies and procedures. Her desire to continually expand her forte in her skill
set is just a glimpse of her character. She has managed to become an integral part of my
staff, while carrying a full time course curriculum.
While I can attest confidently in her professionalism, I also can confirm her talent for
film making. I was amazed after viewing an assigned film depicting a typical day on the
challenge course, which was impressive enough to ask her permission to use it for our
marketing needs and post it on our website for clients to better understand what our
facility provides. I credit her films impressiveness to her ability to pay attention to detail
and her techniques on creating a storyline that depicted an accurate day on our course,
complemented with interviews of participants and staff.
I am a Sender Films fan and I highly value the quality of work that Sender Films
creates. It is your company’s unique talent of capturing an audience through
extraordinary imagery and stories, which has captivated me every time. It is with my
appreciation for the high standard of films your company creates, that I am confident
Sarah will be advantageous in continuing to uphold the reputation that Sender Films
possess. Please consider her for this position. If you have any further questions, feel free
to contact me anytime.
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